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bats, tuatara
and others
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bats, tuatara
and others

Although birds and fish are our best known animals, and bugs have the biggest
numbers we have some very cool animals and one very rare reptile living around
us. Most of the animals here are endemic. A few are introduced but we thought
they should be mentioned anyway. We have also included a couple of short bits on
how some animals were used in times gone by.

bats (pekapeka)
Bats are New Zealand’s only
endemic land mammals. Whales,
dolphins and porpoise are our
mammals of the ocean.
There are three species of bat. The long
tailed bat, the lesser short- tailed bat and
the greater short-tailed bat. The greater
short tailed bat is thought to be extinct.
The other two are in danger of becoming
extinct.
Our bats are about the size of your thumb.
They are nocturnal or they live in hollow
trees or sometimes caves during the day
but come out at night to eat fruit, seeds,
nectar and Insects. When it is cold they
hiberbate but they torpor anytime or stay
really still to save energy. They can fly
really fast but the short tailed bat can also
walk around on the ground using a part of
it’s wings as front legs.
Bats have an amazing gift called echolocation. They can put out really high pitched
sounds that bounce off objects that then
tells the bat what the object is.
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Long tailed bat

Lesser short tailed bat
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There used to be millions of bats flying
around our forests but now the only known
population is in the Waiohine Valley in the
Tararua mountains. These are short-tailed
bats and there is only around 300 of them.

Lesser short tailed bat
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kiore
The Polynesian Bush Rat – kiore,
was caught in the forested hill areas
around Masterton. At Okurupatu,
north of Te Oreore Marae there were
particularly good spots for rat catching. There are several places down
Caves Road that were Ngāti Hāmua
rat catching areas.
There also used to be a track that ran along
the northern side of Taumataraia Hill near
Taueru, east of Masterton. The old people
would walk along this track on their way
to and from the coast. On the other side
of the hill was the Taueru River where the
walking was easier due to the flat river
terraces. Those using the track went along
the more heavily forested northern side
because this not only provided more cover
but also held more food including kiore.
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The kiore would stick to favourite paths
or rat runs. Traps would be dug into the
ground along the tops of hills or beside
these runs to capture the rats. These runs
were allocated to specific whanau or hapū.
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kurī (polynesian dog)
The kurī came over from the islands of the Pacific Ocean with early Polynesians. It
was a constant companion to Māori although now the only ones you will see are in
museums.
Other than being pets, kurī skin was used to make cloaks. The Okurupatu Hills above Te Oreore
were named after the neck portion of a dog’s skin. Kurī meat was eaten. They were also skilled
hunters used to catch pukeko, kiwi and other birds.
The most famous dog in local history was the companion of the
prophet Paora Potangaroa. This three-legged dog accompanied Paora as he canoed down the Ruamahanga River to cleanse
places. The dog has occasionally been seen at Te Ore Ore marae.
If seen and it barks but no noise comes out that is okay but if the
bark is heard that is a bad omen.

We don’t have kurī photos, but dogs have been companions of people for ages

The name Kurīpuni, a
suburb in Masterton,
is translated to mean
a ‘greedy dog’ or a
‘constipated dog’.
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spider (pungawerewere)
People would protect spiders’ webs that
were spun across tracks. The purpose of
the webs was to show whether strangers
had been using the track. A scouting party
would be sent out to check whether any of
the webs had been broken. Only strangers would have secretly passed through
someone else’s land. If the signs of human
movement were fresh the scouts would
pursue the strangers to ask what they were
doing.

kunekune
The kunekune pig is not from New Zealand
but must have arrived with early Europeans. It was quickly adopted by Māori for
food and as a pet. Kunekune means short
and fat which is a good description of this
friendly animal. The only thing that makes
them less endearing is that given a chance
they will root up pretty big areas of grass
in a very short time.
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frogs (pepeketua)
New Zealand native frogs/pepeketua belong to the genus Leiopelma, an ancient
and primitive group of frogs that has changed very little in 70 million years.
New Zealand has four native frog species.
They are small, nocturnal, and are hard
to see as they camouflage themselves
well. Three of our species live on land in
shady, moist forested areas, and one is
semi-aquatic, living on stream edges.
There are also three introduced species
of frog in New Zealand. These species are
easily distinguished from native frogs because they have loud mating calls and pass
through a tadpole stage

Features
New Zealand’s native frogs have several distinctive features, which make them
very different from frogs elsewhere in the
world:
• they have no external eardrum
• they have round (not slit) eyes
• they don’t croak regularly like most
frogs
• they don’t have a tadpole stage. The
embryo develops inside an egg, and
then hatches as an almost fully-formed
frog. The young of most species are
cared for by their parents - for example,
the male Archey’s frog may carry his
young offspring around on his back.

Native frog species
New Zealand originally had seven species
of native frog. Three species have become
extinct since the arrival of humans and
animal pests, like rats, in New Zealand.

Threats
Frogs are declining everywhere in the world. More
than most creatures, frogs are sensitive to disease,
pollution, chemical poisons and environmental
changes, as they absorb many things through their
sensitive skin.
http://www.doc.govt.nz/nature/native-animals/reptiles-and-frogs/frogspepeketua/ extracted 1 June 2016

frogs locally
Does anyone that grew up around Masterton
before the 1990s remember hearing frogs at
Henley Lake and other wetlands around town?
They weren’t hard to find but now it is quite
exciting to hear or see a frog as they have
decreased in numbers. Why might that be?
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lizard (mokomoko)
To see a lizard is fine but to hear one cry
like a new born baby is said to be bad. As
unusual as it sounds, lizards have been
witnessed making a crying noise after
which the person who saw this happening
has died within days.

There are more than 99 species of lizard in
New Zealand. We have geckos and skinks,
(take a look below to see the differences),
and 33 of our skinks are endemic or found
nowhere else in the world.
Lizards used to be widespread and there
were plenty of them. But since humans
and animal predators came to New Zealand
lizard numbers have dropped so that now
all native lizards are fully protected.

In the Wairarapa you can still find lizards in intertidal rocks, in hedges in the valleys, in farmland
and the mountains.
To Māori, reptiles were the descendants of Punga –
the ugly god whose progeny were repulsive. Lizards
and tuatara were feared as bringers of bad luck,
and stories tell of hideous giant reptiles that captured women and married them. However reptiles
were also seen as kaitiaki (guardians).
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Ngārara is the Māori name for reptiles –
tuatara, lizards (geckos and skinks) and the
giant reptiles in some stories.
Although there is not proof that giant
lizards roamed New Zealand we did have
the biggest gecko in the world which was
called Kawekaweau and was about 60
centimetres long.
Mythology sees reptiles and other creatures
that are described as ugly as being the
children of Punga son of Tangaroa. Some
birds, insects and sea animals are thought
to be Punga’s children.
Maybe because of how they look, lizards
are sometimes feared and even thought to
bring bad luck and death. It is for this very
reason that they are also thought to be
guardians of places like burial caves.
Kerry-Jayne Wilson. 'Lizards - Appearance and life cycle', Te Ara - the
Encyclopedia of New Zealand, updated 8-Jul-13 URL: http://www.TeAra.govt.nz/
en/diagram/13511/geckos-and-skinks
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tuatara

a living dinosaur
Yes, the tuatara are so old that they were
around when the dinosaurs roamed the
earth 200 million years ago. They used to
live all over the New Zealand mainland but
are now only found in the wild on a few
off shore islands.
The only place locally to see the ancient
reptile tuatara is at Pukaha Mount Bruce.
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